
          March 10, 2021 

I oppose HB2555 and HB2725 as they appear in their current form. 

The bills are trying to remedy a problem caused by boat wakes and have included All Towed 
Watersports for regulation and fees even though water sports such as watersking, kneeboarding, and 
tubing never required a heavy boat or wanted a large boat wake.   The preference for this group is calm 
waters and a minimal boat wake.   They were never considered part of the problem because they are 
not a wake sport.    

The bill should be focusing on the problem which is boats generating high energy wakes.  If you are 
trying to associate the problem with a water sport,  please select the sports which are wanting a high 
energy wave and don’t make it a general class of All Towed Watersports. 

I know the group known as ORSPA has been active in trying to eliminate high energy boat wakes on the 
Willamette River and has involvement in these bills.   I support those efforts which will lessen damage to 
the environment and property.   

I have witnessed erosion at our property caused by nature due to surface water,  rising river levels,  and 
winter storms.  I have also witnessed erosion caused by boat wakes which cuts steps into the soft soil at 
the waterline and loosens clumps of soil on the river embankment walls when the waves splash against 
them. 

I have witnessed damage to our dock by nature when parts of trees float down the river and slam into 
the dock.   I have also witnessed damage to our dock from high energy boat wakes which has resulted in 
broken deck screws,  broken boards,  a broken piling hoop,  dock floatation which has been dislodged or 
shifted,  nails and bolts becoming loose. 

The boat wake damage I do see is not caused solely because of a boat’s weight.  It is caused by the 
boat’s wake energy.    A ski boat and a wake sport boat can weigh the same amount on a scale but when 
participating in its activity the energy of the boat’s wake can be very much  different.    The wake sport 
boat’s hull design and mechanical wedge can make it behave like a much heavier boat.  The extra energy 
imparted into the boat’s wake is accomplished using a powerful boat motor and lots of fuel ( 15 gallons 
per hour is not uncommon).  Below you will find a listing of some of the popular boats I have observed in 
the Newberg Pool over the years.   You will notice the trend of sport boats is to be bigger, heavier,  and 
have a large passenger capacity.  Even if the boats are not participating in a sport activity and just 
cruising at 15 mph,  some will still generate a large wake energy even with the ballast tanks empty 
and/or  wedges not engaged. 

The YouTube video located at; 
WAVE FROM 325 FT PRESENT202103031531 - YouTube

 is a comparison of the wave energy of a wake boat and a ski boat designed to generate a small energy 
wave and a.  The wake boat is designed to generate a high energy wave while the ski boat is designed to 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=rC1ijyFn0Os


generate a small energy wave.   If the ski boat were being operated at its optimal level  (above 22 mph) 
the boat’s wake would be even less. 

The Oregon State Marine Board (OSMB) and the Oregon Natural Resources Director, Michael Carrier, 
worked on this problem you are currently dealing with in 2008 and came up with a set of rules for the 
Newberg Pool which were in effect from 2009 until 2018.  Please see the attachment below.  These rules 
would have been effective if the OSMB had developed adequate training for law enforcement,   
followed up on their promise to  study the effects of boat wakes on the environment,  and made some 
minor adjustments to the rules .   Incidentally,  during this period when the WED (Wake Enhancing 
Device) ban was in effect;   home prices did not decline,   area business did not decline,  the few 
businesses operating along the river did not suffer,  and the Newberg Pool continued to be populated 
with new and heavier wake sport boats whose WED features were not allowed to be engaged legally in 
the Newberg Pool. 

What I would like to see happen are the persons engaging in wakesports,  the manufacturers of the 
wake sport boats,  and riverfront homeowners to work together to identify areas which would be 
suitable for their sport and then spend the money  (the boat and gear makers need to contribute) to 
create courses with wave attenuators and whatever else is necessary to protect the property and the 
environment.   The US Army Corps of Engineers has expertise in this area and their knowledge should be 
sought out. 

Regards, 

Dale Mack 
Aurora, OR 



Comparison of Popular Boats in Newberg Pool through the Years 

2019
Length
(feet)

Dry Weight
(pounds)

Total Added 
Weight

(# people /
pounds)

Fuel 
Capacity
(gallons)

Factory
Ballast 
Weight

(pounds)

Total Weight
(pounds)

Malibu 
Wakesetter 
25 LSV

25 5,600 18/2538 77
2,950 11,550

(note 1)

Mastercraft
Prostar 20 3300 7/1341 25 Optional 4791

Mastercraft 
X-Star 23 5800 16/2400 76 4,100 12,756

(note 2)
Mastercraft 
X-26 26 6700 18/2700 88 4,150 14,078

(note 2)
Super Air 
Nautique 
G23

23 5900 16/2500 65
2850 11,640

(note 3)

Super Air 
Nautique 
G25

25 6400 19/2800 83
2850 12,548

(note 3)

2010
Length
(feet)

Dry Weight
(pounds)

Total Added 
Weight

(# people /
pounds)

Fuel 
Capacity
(gallons)

Factory 
Ballast 
Weight

(pounds)

Total Weight
(pounds)

Malibu 
Wakesetter 
23 LSV

23 3900 14/1974 55
2550 8554

(note 4)

Mastercraft
Prostar 190 19.7 2620 7/1087 28 optional 3946

Mastercraft 
X-Star 24.8 4250 1770 57 2300 8662

(note 5)

1998
Length
(feet)

Dry Weight
(pounds)

Total Added 
Weight

(# people /
pounds)

Fuel 
Capacity
(gallons)

Factory 
Ballast 
Weight

(pounds)

Total Weight
(pounds)

Malibu 
Response LX 20 2450 8 / 2450 35 Wedge 

option 3788

Mastercraft
Prostar 190 19.5 2650 9/1322 32 none 4164



Note 1: The total weight reflects the 1,500 pound contribution of the SurfGate and PowerWedge 
combination which is a wakeshaping device to give a result similar to adding ballast weight.  This added 
energy to the wake is accomplished at the expense of increased boat fuel consumption.

Note 2:  The total weight reflects the weight of 3 ballast tanks (2800 lbs) plus the contribution of the 
Mastercraft Gen 2 Surf System which is a wakeshaping device available as a factory option and gives a 
result similar to adding ballast weight.   This added energy to the wake is accomplished at the expense 
of increased boat fuel consumption.  

Note 3:  The total weight does not reflect the contribution of this boat’s wakeshaping capabilities.  This 
information was not found in the manufacturer’s owners manual or boat specifications. 

Note 4:  The total weight reflects the 1,200 pound contribution of the PowerWedge which is a 
wakeshaping device to give a result similar to adding ballast weight.   This added energy to the wake is 
accomplished at the expense of increased boat fuel consumption. 

Note 5:  The total weight is the combination of the 3 ballast tanks plus the added weight of the ballast 
bags added to the Plug & Play system. 

The information in this comparison was obtained from manufactuer specifications, manufacturer 
owner manuals, Wakeboarding Magazine and Boating Magazine reviews. 

dm 

Oct 2019 






